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The Fund

Portugal
Opportunities
Fund
POF is a Venture Capital Investment Fund focused on Real Estate
Opportunities, targeting highly attractive, high-end projects and opportunities with a medium risk/ return investment strategy.
It was designed in partnership with major experts in the target Real Estate
sub-sectors, which sit as specialized advisors in its Advisory Board.
With this approach, POF ensures a strategy in the market which is fully
independent from market players, promoters or its investors.
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The Fund

Areas of investment

Top Tier
Residential
Real Estate

Hospitality

High-End
Residences

Deal Size_ €2,5 to 10 million (unlevered)
Property Type_ Value Add, new construction projects, renovation projects, high-end market residential and hospitality
Investment Term_ 36 to 60 Months
Target Geography_ Portugal
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The Market

Why Portugal?
Political and Social Stability

Quality of life

Access to free and Universal healthcare

3rd safest Country In the world

Modern Infrastructure

Best country in Europe for expats

Access to free world class education

Favorable tax and ﬁscal regime

5th strongest Passport – 184 countries

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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The Market

Excellent services
Free healthcare

Free education

Healthcare under Portugal’s national health
system is free.

Education in Portugal is free and compulsory
until the age of 18, when students complete
their year 12.

Emergency care is free , as is healthcare
in several other vital situations; without
coverage through reciprocity, NHS, or
private healthcare.
12th best health (out of 190) on WHO best
system among UN member countries.
A publicly ﬁnanced National Health Service
is available to all citizens and residents.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES

Tuition fees for bachelor’s and master’s degrees
average around €950 to 1,250 per year
(~US$1,140-1,500) while fees for doctorate
programs are around €2,500 to 3,000 per year
(~US$2,400 to 3,600).
There are 24 International Schools in Portugal
that teach their curriculum in English.
Most International schools follow International
Baccalaureate (IB) curriculum.

FUND MANAGER
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Why Portugal

The best choice
Unlike several countries, the Portuguese government has not differentiated foreign
ownership rules or increased property taxes. Instead, the absence of inheritance taxes,
along with two key initiatives, have been key to attracting new investment.
1) The tax rule introduced in 2009 allows a ﬂat rate of 20% personal income tax for
activities carried out in Portugal and a tax exemption, including pensions, on all foreign
income.
2) The Golden Visa program offers residence to investors from outside the EU (allowing
free movement throughout the Schengen area, consisting of 26 EU states) in exchange
for a minimum investment of €500,000*, if the Subscritpion of VC Funds is the chosen
way (standard programme, focused on direct investment on Real Estate properties is
€500,000 which no longer allows for investments in the urban areas of Lisbon or Porto).
In addition, Lisbon has one of the highest rates in quality of life, low crime, good transport
links, international schools and health care.
* The minimum value has gone up to €500.000 starting in 01 JAN 2022

10
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Why Portugal

The best choice
Despite the current market uncertainty, the base fundamentals are still very much present
in our country.
Portugal holds countless competitive advantages when compared to most European
countries, specially when competing in price vs. value offered.
From the investors perspective, with medium to high liquidity levels, Portugal is seen as
offering very favorable socio-demographic factors, for its political, social and economic
stability.
The return on investment is, on average, more stable in Portugal - even if the country has
been most affected during the previous ﬁnancial crisis. In this context, returns were less
volatile than many of its peers, even though it took longer to obtain better returns.
The real estate market overcame the performance of investment asset classes such as
equities and bonds, over the last 20 years. There are several advantages that real estate
investment can result in:
_It generates higher returns in light of the lower associated risks;
_It represents lower variance in returns than the other investment asset classes;
_Its performance has been more stable and veriﬁed at 20 years periods.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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Why Portugal

The best choice
Despite the past crisis (2009/10), Portugal has seen steady real estate returns,
comparing with other European countries.

LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT ASSETS

TOTAL RETURN PER ASSET
STANDING INVESTMENT RETURNS PER ASSET CLASS IN EUR

Last 20 years
Direct Real Estate

30

8,0%

6.9%

6.8% 6.8%

Bonds

20

Standard Deviation

7.8

4.6

1.7

21.5

0.4

17.9

0.0

-0.2

Equities

25

7.8%

Total Return

7.1

Risk Ajusted Return

15
4,0%

10
Direct Real Estate
Equity

1.5%

Bonds

0.4%
0,0%

5

Property Funds
Equities

0

Real Estate
18 years

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES

19 years

Bonds
-5

1 year

2 years

5 years

10 years

15 years

20 years
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The Market

Trends
In spite of the current pandemic setting, we remain conﬁdent on our Investment Plan since:

1) at Market Level
_Most of the market analysis focused on the evolution of the Real Estate segments point
to some indications:
_Levels of investment in premium sub-segments have not decreased,
_Levels of demand and new projected premium developments have not diminished,
_The national market expects a sound recovery of these sub-segments after the localized
impact of the pandemic crisis.
2) at Fund Level
_Given the fairly recent start of the Fund (Q3 2020), our Investment cycle has began in
H2 2021, allowing us to make decisions which already incorporate current market
information and prices and so can leverage very good market opportunities.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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The Market

Trends
3) In the ﬁrst seven months of 2020, €6.27 billion in new housing loans were granted,
with a monthly average of €897 million. This volume was 6% above the same period in
2019, showing that ﬁnancing activity to the residential sector remained stable during the
pandemic period.
Apartments in Lisbon continue to obtain good rental yields, ranging from 4.5% to 6.7%,
according to the Global Property Guide research. Smaller apartments tend to be most
proﬁtable. A 50 sq. m. apartment in Lisbon returns around 6.32% rental yields, whereas
a 250 sq. m. apartment returns only 4.5% rental yields. Good rental yields are also to be
had from villas in Lisbon ranging from 5.45% to 6.05%, and again the rule is the larger
the villa, the lower the yield.
These positive trends have continued in 2021, despiste the pandemics.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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The Fund

Why POF?
_Most efﬁcient path to obtain a Golden Visa;
_Expert way to participate in the Portuguese
Real Estate market;
_Adequate Governance - regulated by CMVM
and managed by an expert Management Co.;
_Fully Independent Strategy & Asset allocation;
_Strong Advisors
_Portfolio diversiﬁcation through multiple
highend projects, duly screened and managed
by top RE developers;
_Fund returns are fully exempt from corporate
income tax (CIT) & distributions/ proceeds
to nonresident investors are exempt from
Withholding Tax.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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The Fund

Fund Structure
Advisory Board

Fund Manager
Quadrantis Capital

Investment Advisor
Vogue Homes

Portugal
Opportunities Fund

Investment commitee
_Independent, and adequately segregated in terms
of roles and responsibilities;
_Assembled periodically, as summoned by
Fund Management, at the time of review
of market trends or investments submitted
for evaluation, for structured gathering of
specialized views, evaluation and opinions.

Investors (LP’s)

_Adequate Governance - Regulated by the CMVM
and managed by expert Mgmt Co.;
_Diversiﬁcation of Investments and Projects, aligned
with current market outlook;
_Investment cycle aligned with GoldenVisa investors
outlook and expectations.

Inv#1

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES

Fund management and regulation;
Investment committees and approvals;
Report to investors and supervision
authorities: CMVM, Depositary Bank
and Auditors relationship management.

Inv#2

Inv#n

FUND MANAGER
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The Fund

Investment Process

A structured and professional evaluation of market opportunities

Opportunity
Assessment

Aggregation and
systematization of the
essential information of
potential deals that the Fund
may close.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES

Investment Analysis

Partner’s Approval

Due Diligence

Systematize the historical
information of the target
company, framing it in the
objectives of the Fund, in the
objectives of future expansion,
and show brieﬂy how the
company will grow, how it will
generate value and what the
strategy of action is.

Discussion at Investment
Committee level based on
the opportunity assessment
and initial investment analysis.
Agreement from
Investment Committee
to move ahead.

Conduct in-depth duediligence
on ﬁnancial,
commercial, legal and ESG
matters. If necessary, liaising
with high-quality 3rd party
consultants.

Investment
Committee

Discussion at Investment
Committee level based
on the outcome of the
due diligence process.
Agreement from
Investment Committee
to move ahead and begin
deal negotiations.

FUND MANAGER
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The Fund

Fund
Calendar
& duration

Golden Visa Investor*
*The proposed timeline is in line with
the current deadlines established by
the public entities supervising the GV
process. Quadrantis is not responsible

Day 0
Decision Made

6-8 weeks
Investment into
the Fund/ GV
Application

4-6 months
GV Approval
(5 years Starts here)

for any delay on the process which is

Y2
1st Card
Renewal

Y4
2nd Card
Renewal

Y5
Passport
Application

2027+
Funds Return

Optional,
but recommended

exclusively dependent on third-parties.

Inception / Investment

Growth (6 years)

Exit

E1

E2

E represent - Potential Extension of 2 years

4-6 weeks
GV Biometrics

Fund
Aug ‘20
Subscription
Open

Sep ’20
First
Subscription

H2 2021
Investment
Started

Inception / Investment

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES

Dec ’22
Fund totally raised/
Subscription Closed/
Portfolio invested

Growth (6 years)

2027+
Desinvestment
Process Starts

2028
Fund Exit

Exit

FUND MANAGER
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The Fund

Fund Terms

Fund Name

Portugal Opportunities Fund (#1617)

Fund Type

Portuguese Securities Commission (CMVM) Approved Venture Capital Fund

Fund Manager

Quadrantis Capital SCR SA

Investment Scope

New construction projects, renovation projects, Green Feld, high-end market
residential and hospitality

Investment Term

10 years (minimum term 7 years)

Target Fund Size

€35 Million

Investment Amount

Min € 50,000 or € 500,000 (Golden Visa Investors)

Target Fund Return

8% Annually*

*(1) There is no guarantee that the target rate of return will be achieved.
(2) Target return for investor is after dedution of performance fees.
(3) The target return will not be taxed in Portugal for non Portuguese
tax residents but all participants will be liable for their own personal
income tax.
(4) The rate is calculated over €35 million fund value, including VAT
and stamp duty on expenses with the following details: CMWM
Fees: 0.0072% with a minimum amount of €600 charged biannually;
Bankinter Depository Bank Commission: 0.05% per year;
Interbolsa Expenses in regard to distribution, information request
and Fixed Management Fee, Audit and Legal Fees.

Waterfall Return:
Target Annual Return
(Cumulative Distribution)

0% - 8%: 100% goes to investor; Plus a 12% Performance Fee on projects net
return where (75% goes to investor and the remaining 25% to CatB holders)

Management Fee Fixed

0.5% annually (with a minimum of €150.000)

Accounting

Truenumbers (Approved by Ordem Contabilistas Certiﬁcados(OCC))

Custodian Bank

Bankinter (Approved by CMVM)

Auditors

Kreston & Associados (Approved by CMVM)

Legal Advisor

Telles Advogados

(5) For more detailed doubts, refer to Fund’s Regulation.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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The Fund

Target Return
The Fund’s investment strategy forecasts:

(1) An 8% per year for investors.

Return
Payout
Return
Payout

(3) Is not a capital protected fund, therefore, worst
case scenario, investors could lose their initial capital.

Return
Payout

1

2

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES

3

4

5

(2) POF is a capitalization Fund, and it will distribute the
results at the end (during Year#5 to #7), to maximize
potential total returns.

(4) Target return for investors is net of performance fees
of the fund
6

7
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The Fund

CMVM Registers

Quadrantis Capital SCR https:/web3.cmvm.pt/english/sdi/capitalrisco/ﬁcha_scr.cfm?num_ent=%26%23%24S%5C%23%2D96%0A
Portugal Opportunities Fund https:/web3.cmvm.pt/english/sdi/capitalrisco/ﬁcha_fcr.cfm?num_fun=%24%23%24G%5C%22P%20%20%0A
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Quadrantis Capital

Team and track-record
Quadrantis is a Portuguese venture capital management company that started operating
in 2018 and that promotes sustainable investments capitalizing on the strong track record
of its team, focused in generating value for its stakeholders

Leadership

> € 200 m

Extensive executive management

Funds managed directly by Quadrantis

experience within tier-1 private and public

Partners in previous Co’s and Funds such

companies in markets such as venture

as Fomentinvest, mco2, Luso Carbon Fund,

capital, energy, water, banking, telecom’s,

New Energy Fund and Floresta Atlântica.

real estate consulting and distribution.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES

> 30 years

15%

Extensive experience within the venture

Average returns of previous funds under

capital market and key institutions such as

direct management by members of the

Fomentinveste, JP Morgan, among others

executive management team.

FUND MANAGER
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Quadrantis Capital

Team and track-record
Quadrantis Capital has launched it’s ﬁrst investment fund in 2018, in the area of Energy
Efﬁciency, and in 2020/21 launched some more specialized VC Investment Funds,
partnering with market experts in their own ﬁelds.

PEEIF > € 10M

Q-Art Fund > € 20M

New Edge > € 35M

PEEIF is an investment fund which

Quadrantis

an

Quadrantis New Edge Fund is a VC

capitalizes on the existing opportu-

investment fund created with the

investment fund focused, mainly, on

nities within the Portuguese market,

objective of investing in the Modern

Premium Real Estate and other

with a special focus on Energy

& Contemporary Art Sector, which

asset-based Opportunities.

Efﬁciency, Renewable Energies and

will, thus, invest in companies with

It targets Top-tier highly attractive

Cleantech, committing capital that

relevant portfolios of Modern and

Projects and Opportunities, as well

will

Contemporary Art, allowing

as greenfeld high-end new market

expansion of new companies in

qualiﬁed investors a way into what is

opportunities,

these

on

currently considered to be a highly

Investment

deploying advanced energy efﬁcien-

prospective alternative investment

designed in partnership with major

cy optimization technologies and

asset class.

experts in its target market sectors,

support

the

sub-sectors,

creation
focused

or

Art

Fund

is

with

a

Strategy.

low

risk

It

was

leveraged by teams with deep

which sit as specialized advisors in

know-how.

its Advisory Board.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES

Q-Atlantico > € 4.5M

BlackBull > € 20M

Quadrantis Q Atlântico is a VC

Quadrantis’ FCR BlackBull Fund is an

Investment Fund created to support

investment fund which seeks risk

the authonomous regions of Azores

adjusted opportunities aligned with

and Madeira, in a partnership with

an asset allocation proﬁle targeting

Banco Português de Fomento. This

high proﬁtability and early returns,

Fund will

focus on the main

through diversiﬁed investments in

economic sectors in each region,

commercial real estate and hospitali-

focused

ty.

on

sustainability

and

innovation vectors, and supporting

It was designed in partnership with

the growth of start-ups and compa-

StableCore, a major expert in the

nies with high potential.

Real Estate Markets in PT, which sit as
specialized Advisors in its Advisory
Board.

FUND MANAGER
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Quadrantis Capital

Team and track-record

Paulo Caetano

Paulo Magro da Luz

João Henriques

Managing
Partner

Partner

Partner

Paulo has a strong investment track-record,

Paulo is a leading expert in the ICT sector

With over 25 years of investment experience as a

having been in the Investment and VC area

with 25+ years of experience supporting

BA, João adds value thorough knowledge and

for 30 years. A wide national and interna-

Tier1 clients worldwide and developing

long experience in supporting the development of

tional experience, combining VC, M&A and

innovative solutions & products.

SME’s to ensure growth and value to all

Infrastructures Funds and with a deep dive

He has a deep knowledge, of the energy &

stakeholders involved.

into the Business Angel role/ Seed-Startup

utilities, ﬁnancial and public sectors, with

João is an entrepreneur, shareholder in various

universe as Investor in the last 6/7 years.

inroads into general management and

start-up’s and companies in various economy

public service.

sectors. Through his Holding Co., João manages

With a long, varied Consulting/ICT career,

investments in ﬁelds such as Energy Management

he led numerous Transformation, Digital

and Carbon solutions, renewable energy produc-

and Operational Optimization Programmes,

tion (solar electricity, geothermal Eolic and

as well as several innovation and solution

hydropower production), Mobility, Tourism and

development iniciatives.

Asset management.

He has been a very active member of the
industry: Member of the Portuguese
Venture Capital Association for 20 years
(where he was President and currently
continues as one of the Board Members).

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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Portuguese Opportunities Fund

Advisory Board
Maria Margarida
Lopes Almeida
Ribeiro

Carlos Costa
Andrade

Luís Carmo Costa
CBRE/Neoturis

Partner at Uría
Menéndez

Founder and
CEO of Amazing
Evolution, SA

With a Law degree in Commercial and Legal

Carlos has been a partner in the Lisbon

Luís is currently the Consultant and Admin-

Sectors by University Lusíada de Lisboa and

ofﬁce of Uría Menéndez since 2005.

istrator at Neoturis, also he has been a

a Post-Graduation in Business Management

Between 1996 and 1999 he was in-house

partner of Glamping Advisors.

and Administrative Law by Univ. Nova

counsel (Issuers and Market Division) at

With more than 3 year of experience

Lisboa, Margarida has been the Founder

NYSE Euronext Lisbon (formerly Lisbon and

working at Sheraton Lisboa Hotel & Towers

and CEO of Amazing Evolution, SA, since

Oporto Stock Exchange).

as “Revenue Manager” and Administrator,

2012. Previously, she worked for 6 years as

Alongside his work as a lawyer, he holds

he also worked for 4 years at Deloitte &

a Board Member of the Imocom Group,

several management positions and is

Touche Portugal as a Tourism Consultant

from 2005 - 2011, being the Director of the

currently a member of the Equity & Fixed

and one year as an assistent for Redisnor

Legal and Commercial Departments for 3 years.

Income Committee of BM&F BOVESPA and

Company directors.

Margarida has also worked as a Lawyer in
the Dr. Augusto Ferreira do Amaral
Lawyers’ Ofﬁce, from 1996-2000.

secretary to the General Assembly of OPEX.
Carlos is among the most highly regarded
banking and ﬁnance and capital markets
lawyers according to Chambers Global
Portugal, IFLR 1000 Portugal and Legal 500.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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Vogue Homes

Fund Investment Advisor
Vogue Homes is a real estate investment
Joaquim Lico

management company, focused on the

CEO & Founder

proﬁtability of its real estate assets and the
satisfaction of its partners and subscribers.

408M€
Assets under management

14
On-going investments

Joaquim has an investment track-record,
having been in the Investments and business
areas for 25 years, wide national and international experience.
He was President and Board Member in
several companies, and from the last 10 years
his dedicated exclusively to Vogue Homes
project. He is an active member of the Real
Estate Investors and Promoters Association
and Member of several organiations, nationals and internationals, linked with real estate
market, investment and Ventire Capital.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES

126 000 m2
Total area under construction

+50
Projects and investments made

19
Years in the premium market

FUND MANAGER
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Vogue Homes

Asset Management
Vogue Homes is an investment management company, which has been operating
in the real estate market since 2001. Always positioned in the Premium residential
market, it develops its activity by enhancing investments through the concept
of Fine Living, with creative and innovative solutions.
Vogue’s investment philosophy, since its inception, has always been based on Location,
Proﬁtability and Innovation, combined with Quality and Creativity, developing
sophisticated and contemporaneity projects, where all details are taken into
consideration.
A philosophy that projected the company’s image has generated attractive returns
for our investors and customers.
Vogue has a professional management team, currently composed for 12 people
and its CEO Joaquim Silva Lico, who, having started his professional career 26 years
ago and passed through different sectors, has a 19 years experience in the real
estate market.
Vogue Homes has a unique portfolio, and its currently one of the main players in
the residential sector, with a focus on the Lisbon market, despite developing
projects in cities like Porto, Oeiras, Cascais, Algarve and Comporta.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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Vogue Homes

Track Record
examples of generated returns
Values audited by the international consultant company Mazars

COMPLETED PROJECTS
Location

Project Value

Proﬁtability

Annualized Proﬁtability

Baixa

Rua da Madalena

Príncipe Real

Rua Eduardo Coelho

Chiado
Rua Ivens

Campo Ourique

Rua Francisco Metrass

Estrela

Rua da Páscoa

Baixa

Rua do Capelão

home run

Baixa

Rua João das Regras

Chiado

Rua da Emenda

Baixa

Rua da Madalena

Campo Ourique
Rua Ferreira Borges

Avenidas Novas

Av. Miguel Bombarda

Chiado

Calçada do Sacramento

Intendente (Almirante Reis)
Largo do Intendente

Avenidas Novas
AV João Crisóstomo

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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Vogue Homes

Track Record
projects under construction
Location

Project Value

Proﬁtability

Annualized Proﬁtability

Dafundo

Rua do Dafundo

Campo de Ourique
Vila Sanches

Foz

Marechal Gomes da Costa

Chiado

Largo de São Carlos

Belém

Rua Praia do Bom Sucesso

Príncipe Real
Rua das Taipas

On-going Projects
Location

Project Value

Proﬁtability

Cruz Quebrada

Annualized Proﬁtability

37,30%

Quinta do Cedro

Avenida Liberdade
Atheneu

Cruz Quebrada

5 069 000 €

53,20%

17,73%

Intendente

6 304 000 €

82,00%

20,50%

Dafundo

26 281 000 €

67,10%

16,70%

Cascais

9 200 000 €

76,82%

23,04%

Rua Paulo Duque

Rua da Bombarda
Av. da República
Westhouse

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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INVESTMENT PIPELINE

Top Cases

Investment case #1
L´AND Vineyards - Phase 2

INVESTED

Phase 2 of Sky Suites, in L’AND – a modern concept in Alentejo, in the south of Portugal,
45 min from Lisbon.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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Top Cases

Investment case #2
Aldeia da Pedralva
Slow Village Hotel
By staying at Aldeia da Pedralva Slow Village Hotel you can enjoy one of the most unspoiled
regions in Portugal: Costa Vicentina, or, as we call it, “The Other Algarve”, a big Natural Park
across Alentejo and Algarve. Beautiful landscapes, long beaches and a lot of bilking and hiking
trails, which the most beautiful one is the newest Big Trail “Rota Vicentina”, 300 Km between
St. Vicent Cape (Sagres) and Santiago do Cacém.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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Top Cases

Investment case #3
Villa Sanches

L ISBOA

In the orthogonal streets of Campo de Ourique is one of Lisbon's most interesting
and sought-after neighbourhoods to live in. The "Villa Sanches" project promotes
calm and neighbourly relationships, reconciling the interiority of the dwelling with
the views to Monsanto Park and Lisbon's urban landscape.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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Top Cases

Investment case #4
Utopia Melides
Utopia is an Eco-Resort in which sustainability goes beyond ecological issues.
We seek to conciliate development with environmental conservation, coexisting
with the ecosystem without harming it and regenerating when more signiﬁcant
intervention is needed.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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Lisbon
Melides

Algarve
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Top Cases

Investment case #5
Quinta do Cedro
A few kilometres from the centre of Lisbon, overlooking the Tagus River, is Quinta do Cedro,
located to the east of the Jamor River, in direct proximity to Dafundo Beach. It will be a building exclusively dedicated to residential use, composed of 22 units designed for those who
choose and demand to live in a wide, luminous and distinctive space, according to the high
quality standards of Vogue Homes.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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GOLDEN VISA OPPORTUNITY

39

Golden Visa Opportunity

Program
Investment Amount, using the Fund Subscription option: € 500,000
_Right to Live and Work in Portugal
_Right to Visa Free Travel in the Schengen Area
_European Passport offers visa free access to over 185 countries
_Very Low Minimum Stay* Requirement – 35 Days in 5 Years.
Portuguese passport considered the ﬁfth most powerful to travel in 2022
source: Henley & Partners, focused on global citizenship and residency

Family Structure Qualiﬁcation – ALL Under ONE Investment
_Primary Applicant
_Spouse (same sex are also qualiﬁed)
_Minor Children
_Adult Children, if ﬁnancially dependent and single
_Parents of Main Applicant or Parents in Law, who are ﬁnancially dependent

* Min Stay – 7 days per year which is 14 days in 1st 2 years and 21 days in next 3 years before passport application

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES
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Golden Visa Opportunity

Program
Possibility to get residency starting from €500,000 investment only
with a swift and efﬁcient process and good partner
Venture Capital Fund

Property*

Capital Contributions

Minimum Investment
Transfer Taxes
_Title Transfer Fees
_Stamp Duty
Registration & Notary
Cost (Approx.)
Exit Fees (Est.)
Furniture (Est.)
Lawyer Fees (Est.)**

500,000.00 €

500,000.00 €

500,000.00 €

1,500,000.00 €

0%
0%

6.5%
0.8%

6.5%
0.8%

0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
5,000€

0.2%
(5%+VAT)
20,000 €
5,000 €

0.2%
(5%+VAT)
20,000 € +
5,000 €

0%
0%
0%
5,000 €

TOTAL Investment (Est.)

505,000€

572,755€

593,250€

1,505,000€

As of JAN2022: 1) Direct property Investments in Metropolitan areas will be excluded from Golden Visa eligibility. Minimum Investment Amount in Funds increase to 500.000€. Capital contributions increase to 1,5M€.
** Golden Visa application costs should be added and depend on the number of applicants and legal consultancy fees of legal councils. No income tax* on distributions in fund investments for non tax residents versus
28% to be paid on rental income and capital gains in direct property investments.
These costs are estimated considering only the main applicant. There some additional costs regarding registries and similar notary actions.
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Golden Visa Opportunity

5 steps to your Golden Visa

Intent to
Subscribe

Legal Services*

Open bank
account *

Subscribe
& Invest

Golden visa
Residency card
Approved

Onboarding process tends to take 15 days, depending
on completion of information and KYC processes.

FUND ADVISOR VOGUE HOMES

*These steps should be supported by a local specialized entity, like a Lawyer Firm or similar.

3-6 months
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DISCLAIMER
This document (“Document” or “Presentation”) is a marketing presentation and has been prepared to provide information on the Portugal Opportunities Fund – Fundo de
Capital de Risco (the “Fund“ or “POF”), a project set up as a venture capital fund and managed by Quadrantis Capital – Sociedade de Capital de Risco, S.A. (the “management
team”) and having Vogue Homes as its Investment Advisor.
The Fund has already received the approval of the CMVM and is registered with the number 1617. This registration can be viewed on CMVM’s website.
This presentation is for informational purposes only and is only presented to a limited number of recipients.
This document has the sole purpose of presenting a Fund to selected entities and the information contained herein has been prepared to help these entities decide whether
they wish to express interest in the project and to assist potentially interested parties i n making their own assessment of the opportunity. This document is not intended to
be comprehensive or contain all the information that selected entities may require when making the decision to express interest in the project.
This document does not constitute and shall not be construed under any circumstances as an offer to sell securities, ﬁnancial instruments or any assets or a solicitation of an
offer to buy or invest in the Fund and does not constitute any form of contract, advice or commitment recommendation by the management team. Nothing in this document
is intended to constitute legal, tax, securities or investment advice, or opinion on the suitability of any investment or a solicitation of any product or service.
This document, the information it contains and any information that has been or can be provided in writing or orally in connection with this document or in connection with
any other inquiries are conﬁdential and may not be reproduced or distributed, in whole or in part, without the prior written permission of the management team.
Nothing in this presentation is, or should be considered, a promise or representation as to the future. Any statements, objectives, goals, targets, strategies, future events, revenues, returns or performance, acquisition-related plans or intentions, competitive strengths and business strategy are subject to signiﬁcant uncertainties and contingencies,
many of which are outside the control of the management team and its Advisors. The management team and its Advisors disclaim any and all liability relating to the information in this presentation or arising out of any use of this presentation or its content, including, without limitation, any express or implied representation of the statements
contained and/or omissions of any set of information made in this presentation. In all cases, potentially interested entities should conduct their own research and analysis of
the project and the information contained in this document.
The management team has no obligation, and undertakes not to update any of the information contained herein or to correct inaccuracies that may become apparent.
The management team reserves the right, without providing any justiﬁcation, at any time and in any respect, to change or terminate the procedure to complete the project or
close negotiations with any interested or potentially interested entity. The management team has no obligation to accept any expression of interest or proposal that may be
made or to indemnify or compensate in the event of the completion of the project launch, negotiation process or non-acceptance of a proposal.
This presentation replaces any previous one, which should not be considered valid.
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ARE YOU IN?

CAPITAL

(+351) 213 461 246 ricardo.baiao@vogue-capital.com

www.vogue-capital.com Rua Luz Soriano 15, Lisboa . Portugal

